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Anti-Zionist slogans
mark demonstration

photo by Korn KonnetnIch

An unidentified woman distributes leaflets denouncing the Shah of Iran
during a demonstration Friday in front of the S.U. More than 100

s of the Iranian Moslem Students A.ArIciation gathered to present their case against the Shah’s regime.

It

S.U. Forum topic -- the SJSU ’image
Does SJSU project one single
image in people’s minds?
The answer is no, according to
John McLain, news bureau director
of the University Relations Office.
McLain, last Thursday’s guest
on Student jJnion Forum, the weekly
issues and answers program, was
questioned about the SJSU image
and what can or should be done to
improve it.
"I believe many peoplein the
area have no image at all of SJSU,"
he said.
McLain listed some answers he
had received from people around
campus who were asked what their
image of the school is.
One person answered that their
image of SJSU is that it is still a
teachers college downtown.
Another person remarked that
SJSU is a microcosm of the entire
downtown area and cited parking
problems, crime and pollution as
examples of similarities.
A professor on campus said he
thought the school had an amorphous image, one that projects the
very best and the very worst.
With 28,000 students, it is easy to
see why SJSU could be campared
with a small city when discussing
problems on campus, McLain
remarked.
When asked to compare the size
of his staff to that of other schools,
he pointed out that Santa Clara
University, with a total enrollment

of 4,000 students, has a public
relations staff equivalent to SJSU’s.
"Our Staff consists of myself, an
administrative aide, a graphic artist, a secretary and several student
assistants."

Stanford, which has fewer
students than SJSU, has a public
relations staff three times the size of
SJSU’s, including 14 graphic artists,
he added.
It is essential to have a public

relations office on campus, McLain
stressed, noting that the first area to
usually be cut in times of financial
crisis is public relations funding.
"Many corporations know the
benefit of public relations," he said.

By John Raess
More than 100 members of the
Moslem Students
Iranian
Association,a third of them women.
wound their way around campu§
Friday, shouting slogans protesting
the Shah’s regime.
F’or the first time in recent
demonstrations, a note of religious
feeling crept in, as some of the
shouted slogans condemned Israeli
"Zionism."
A march leader, who would
identify himself only as Mohammed,
a student at Berkeley, gave a short
speech iin front of the Student Union.
The demonstration, Mohammed
said, was held in conjunction with
demonstrations at both University of
California at Davis and California
State University at Chico.
Sunday night is the eve of
Moharram, a religious holiday of
special significance to the Shi’a
Moslem sect, to which most Iranians
belong.
According to Mohammed, there
will be massive demonstrations and

"They know that it makes money,
not loses it."
The campus public relations
office receives its funding from
SJSU President Gail Fullerton, who
McLain said, "realizes the value of
good public relations and is very
open to what we are doing."
President Fullerton will be
addressing the Academic Senate on
Dec.18, at which time she wil announce where cutbacks will be made
on campus.
McLain said he hopes the public
relations office isn’t affected by the
cuts and again emphasized the need
for a professional public relations
office on campus.
McLain was asked what differences he noted between former
SJSU President John Bunzel and
President Fullerton.
"Dr. Bunzel and Dr. Fullerton
have dramatically different styles.
Bunzel left right before Prop. 13 hit
the campus. Fullerton has had to
deal with it," he commented.
Dr. Fullerton is a person who
has immersed herself in running
every facet of the University. She
has a much different style."

by Chnstonher Agler

Kris McGuire, public relations director for the Student Union asks John McLain (center) a question during
last Thursday’s Student Union Forum. McLain, news bureau manager of the University relations office, was
the guest. At right is program moderator Mark Thompson.

When asked how he plans to
improve the students’ image of
SJSU, McLain said he felt it would
be a wasted effort to try since
students who are attending school
here want to be here.

’Get high, mellow out’ on yoga, lecturer says
By Lori Hayes
Practicing Hatha Yoga is "a
very clean way to get high and
mellow out," said tarry Caughlan,
who teaches two weekly classes in
the Human Performance Department.
While the yoga postures may
seem impossible to the beginner,
Caughlan said that yoga is possible
for anyone.
"Someone out of health can get
as much benefit as someone inperfect health," Caughlan said.
"Yoga will take them to their perfect limit, which may differ with

each person."
The principle of Hatha Yoga,
which affects the muscles, glands,
and organs, his long-term physical
health, Caughlan said.
He’s been practicing yoga for 12
years.

"It’s like going to your own
therapist. . .Everyone has equal
spirituality. Yoga helps you become
familiar with your own spirtuality.
And everyoine has a peaceful inner
soul.

"The body is the vehicle to the
soul," Laughlan said "If the vehicle
is run down, the soul is unhappy."

If you can find it you can always
center on it when you need peace.
Yoga liberates the self from need for
outside help."

Stiffness of the muscles indicates aging, he said, "maintaining
limberness is the essence of youth."
Yoga also has a "definite
calming effect on the mind."

Yoga is non-competitive and is
performed slowly to avoid pain.
Although, it can get to be rigorous
exercise, he said.
"Yoga brings in energy instead

of burning it off. It’s rejuvinating. I
can’t define why."
"I can do a two-hour session of
yoga and lose two pounds, but I’m
not sweating," Caughlan said.
"The perfect sport is the type
that you can stay with all your life.
If you have to quit with age, then it’s
not perfect. Yoga is long-term. It’s
gradual."
Caughlan, recommends
vegetarianism with yoga because a
vegetarian diet is most easily
digestable, he said, and yoga should
be done on an empty stomach.
He also gives his students a brief
introudction to meditation.
believes,
Caughlan
however, that "you can integrate

into your own philosophy anything
that helps you grow spiritually."
Yoga is not a religion, he emphasized.
"As a yogi you can practice any
religion."
Yoga, he said, teaches the mind
to focus. The focus can be on prayer,
meditation, or how to be a good
businessman.
Yoga he said, teaches you to
excel.
Since 1970 Caughlan has been a
certified teacher at the Integral
Yoga Institute in San Francisco,
where he learned yoga from Swami
Satchidananda.
Caughlan also teaches classes at
San Francisco State Urfiversity.

Cafeteria reduces thefts
with campus police help

by &hen Stevens

to get high
Members of a Hatha Yoga class practice what instructor Larry Caughlan calls "a very clean way
and mellow out." Yoga is possible for anyone, he says.

It appears that petty theft
shoplifting in the S.U. Cafeteria has
been curtailed since the Nov. 15
crackdown was launched by
Lorraine Da yids, spart an food
services manager.
One SJSU student was arrested
by undercover University police on
Nov. 17 and two on Nov. 15 for
shoplifting food items from the
cafeteria.
No more arrests have been
made since undercover surveillance
began and an article addressing the
problem appeared in the Spartan
Daily, according to Davids.
"I think more people are aware
of our problem now," she said.
"They’re more aware that it actually is theft when you take
something out of here even though
they’ve used explanations like ’you
owe it to me.’ "

University policw will continue
to monitor the activity in the S.U.
Cafeteria, she said.
Another problem remains,
however, according to Davids.
Students continue to drnk more
than one glass of juice or soda, only
paying for the third serving or
leaving the empty glass at the
counter, Da yids said, despite signs
on machines reminding them to pay
for whatever they plan to drink, no
matter "where" they drink it.
She plans io hire more people
next semester specifically to a,atch
for this type of activity.
"It will be more expensive
labor-wise." she said. "but it would
be less expensive than turning the
machines around and having people
stand in line. That would be inconvenient to the majority of people
not guilty of anything."

strikes in Iran on the eve of the
holiday.
In his speech he discounted the
likli hood of a pro -corn munist
government from the Shah’s
overthrow because of the religious
nature of political opposition.
l’he leadership and inspiration
of the opposition to the Shah’s
regime is entirely Islamic. It goes
without saying, therefore. that the
popular movement in Iran rejects
communism in all its forms," he
said.
Despite anti -Israeli chants.
Mohammed denied that Moslem
protesters were anti-semitic as well.
"We have in Islamism the basic
rights of others. Anybody can live
under Islamic governmant provided
they do not conspire against the
popular movement of the people."
he said.
Carrying new professionally
printed signs, the protestors marched with less concern over their
identification than in the past. N’ery
few protestors wore masks.

Protestor
talks about
life in Iran
Magid looks down and
guides the stroller containing his friend’s infant
son around a chuckhole,
then looks up in time to
shout "Death to the Shah"
in chorus with a hundred
other protestors.
A slight, bearded man.
Magid, who refuses to give
his last name, looks as if he
means what he is shouting.
He has reason to.
His cousin, a demonstrator in the Iranian city
of Shiraz. was shot and
wounded in the leg and
back by government
soldiers during recent
riots.
His family delayed
taking him to the hospital
"because of a fear of
keeping him in a hospital,
that the police will arrest
him."
Because of limited
funds, Magid has had to
leave his wife and baby son
in Shiraz while he works
toward his Ph. D. in the
U.S.
It was during one of his
weekly phone calls to his
wife that Magid found out
about his cousin.
"It was about two
weeks ago," he said. "My
wife told me there were 64
people killed in the
shooting."
Magid said news accounts he had read in the
U.S. only mentioned
disturbances and protests,
but not deaths.
Now, he has to wait
until his next phone call
home before he can receive
word on his cousin’s condition.
"His wounds are
getting infected and are
getting serious," Magid
said.
Magid is worrieed
about his wife and son back
in Shiraz, especially since
he feels the rioting will only
intensify. "The people are
preparing themselves for
the night of the Muharrem
ran Islamic holiday.
There will be great
demonstrations for
Muharrem."
"My wife is very
worried about me." he says
earnestly, "being apart is
very difficult for her and
me. Every week I call her.
It’s difficult fo her to call
me. And it costs f).3 for one
minute.
revolt
Political
forgotten for the time.
Magid wears the harried
look of a man caught in a
very difficult domestic
situation.
Then as the protestors
round the corner of the
Student Union he seems to
recall the dramatic purpose of day, grabs the
stroller, and rushes to join
the march.
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Cults betray followers

Skepticism is healthy
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Brad Haugaard is a
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letters
A.S. Council’s poor taste
Overreaction
Editor:
Congrats to the A.S. council. By
officially censuring a supposedly
racist poster it succeeded in getting
that poster reproduced on the front
page of the Daily.
The A.S. council’s overreaction
is so thin-skinned it smacks of
publicity seeking. If innocently and
innocuously bringing up the pasl is
racist. let’s cancel all history
classes.
A quiet word to the concerned
parties would have sufficed had a
reprimand been necessary.
A
higher body should censure the A.S.
Council for having no sense of humor
and for acting like a little tin god.
Roy Henninger
junior

Wrong reason
Editor:
The A.S. I ’ounci l’s censure of Pi
Kappa Alpha for its Pearl Harbor
Day party poster is appropriate, hut
I am nonetheless stuck by the
rational employed in the Council’s
actions.
The aritele and letters to the
editor in Friday’s Spartan Daily all
address the poster’s racial overtones.
This issue is of minor magnitude
in comparison to the poster’s poor
taste, and worse. to the memory of
the event, its role in history and of
those who died there.
Pi Kappa Alpha has apologized
and I have no desire to see them
berated further.
I do think, however, that we
should view the incident in its proper
perspective and consider why we
should take offense in the It rst place.
David E. Sturroek
Marketing senior

Hitting low
Editor:
I feel that the A.S. Council of
SJSU has just reached a new low in
representative govt. We already
have enough governing bodies,
especially our court system. telling
people what they may and may not
print.
The AS Council decision to
"censure" l’i Kappa Alpha for its
Pearl Harbor Day flyer is not only a
bad decision, but it also shows the
council’s p(kir taste. The decision to
censure is had because it’s
restricting what one may say and
how they may say it. And when you
restrict ones, Pi Kappa Alpha for
example, right to say something,
you also restrict my freedom to print
what I want. And what is worse is
the fact that by censuring you. the
good old A .S Council, take away my
right to receive inform ation. The
censuring decision shows to your
bad taste, the A.S. Council, because
the flyer was well designed and got
ars, message across; Party at Ph Pi
Kappa Alpha, Dec. 7 at 9 p.m.

Being a former Student Body
-President. of Ohlone
Fremont. I never felt that I had the
right to tell some group what they
could or could not say, excluding
libel and slander, which was not for
my judgement anyway. I hope that
the A.S. Council will come its senses
and realize that it does not have the
right to restrict the freedom of information of this campus
David Paul Smith
Political Science junior

ROTC
feedback
h:dit or:
Mike Myslinski’s article attacking the ROT(’ programs on
campus was a poor example of
responsible journalism.
His selection and manipulation
of the sequence of quotes was an
obvious attempt at discrediting the
officers interviewed. Mr. Myslinski ’s preconception of the ROTC and
his lack of research of the story has
severely handicapped his objectivity.
As a new member of the Air
Force ROTC program, I was impressed with the quality of instruction and the honest concern and
integrity of the officers in charge.
Courses are geared toward
developing communication,
leadership and management
techndiques, with an emphasis on
community projects i.e., the recent
Red Cross Blood Drive.
On behalf of the Corps I would
like to extend an invitation to Mr.
Myslinski as well as Mr. Babb and
Mr. Weller to take a closer look at
the program and the people involved.
Steve Pasinsky
General Engineering junior

Misinformed
Editor:
In response to Ms. Dolese’s
letter concerning the elimination of
ROT(’ from SJSU, I would like to say
that she and the perpetrators of the
movement to protest ROT(’ are
seriously misinformed about the
current role of the program.
The role of ROTC is to provide
officers or the army who have a
citizen-soldier background as opposed to the professional
background that West Point
graduates have.
In this respect, ROTC provides
officers with more "civilian"atI it tides and understanding.
A soldier, whether ROTC,
enlisted or West Point, despises war
more than anyone else. It is he who
bares the brunt of defending our
freedom to protest things like ROTC.
He is he one who leaves his horn(
behind him and faces inglorious,
shameful and terrible conditions.

By Brad Haugaard
The disaster is over and we are
already beginning to forget.
The plaque that Jones had in his
Jonestown world, though, is true.
"Those who do not learn from
history are doomed to repeat it."
What we can learn from the
mass suicide is a healthy skepticism
of spellbinding leader and cults who
promise much but deliver little.
A movement with intended
world or society changing goals that
focuses on some earthly leader is
betraying itself.

The day a soldier is needed is the
only day that he is appreciated.
ROT(’ serves a purpose and as
cynical as it may seem, that purpose
is real.
Peter Fromm
Meterology sophomore

Better training
Editor:
If ROTC were disbanded, our
only miltary officers would be
graduates of the military
academies. Their military training
tends to produce narrow specialists
in military technology, lacking
humanist values and breadth. The
officers would be a professional
military clique isolated from the
people.
Therefore ROTC officers,
trained on university campuses,
provide an invaluable leaven to our
armed forces. With their more
liberal training in a civilian environment, they bring with them a
much needed breadth of perspective
and a feeling ofr the peaceable
values of our culture.
Agitation against ROT(’ hurts
the cause it is trying to advance.
LA. Waters
English Professor

If a person does not feel free to
disagree with his leaders, to say the
leader’s perception of the world or
truth is wrong or twisted, the the
follower’s work is for nothing. What
is freedom from racial oppression
worth, or what is love worth, or what
is peach worth if the freedom from
racial oppression is bought at the
price of slavery to a Jim Jones or
some other ego? What is love worth
unless it is freely given, which it
can’t be in an environment where it
is demanded, where all actions and
thoughts must begin and end with
the leader?
And what price for peace? There
is peace in any tightly run
totalitarian system. Those who
promise peace can bring peace if we
are all willing to bow our necks, to
submit to their sovereignty.
Skeptical we should be, but
specifically about what?
Louis Jolyon West, director of
the neuropsychiatric institute at
UCLA, and an expert in cults, said in
an interview with the Christian
Science Monitor, that these groups
have a number of things in common,
"a powerful leader, the centralization of all resources in the
hands of a small group; ’vigorous, if
not vicious’ recruiting practices;
powerful sanctions against members leaving; marked resistance to
inquiries from outside; and general
deception.
"A high level of personal
commitment, to the point of
renoucing family and turning over
most, if not all, personal wealth, is
not unusual among cults," Dr. West
said. The submergence of self to the
point of suicide and murder ’may not
be as intense’ as it was in the
People’s Temple, he said, "but I
think you’ll find it in other cults."
Recognizing them can be more
difficult, as members often are true
believers and are genuinely anxious
to change the world. Once a person
is deeply into their indoctrination, it
is often too late to find out.
The best way to stay free is to
stay away from suspicious groups.
Discussions with cultists should
be done on neutral ground if at all.
Accepting invitations to their
meeting places gives the group the
unfair opportunity to exert the kinds
of psychological pressures West
talks about in another article in the
Los Angeles Times.
Those are:
"Isolation of the recruit anti

manipulation of his environment;
"Control over channels of
communication and information;
--"Debilitation through
inadequate diet and fatigue;
"Degradation or diminution of
the self;
"Early stimulation of uncertainty, fear and confusion, and
joy and certainty as rewards for
surrendering self to the group;
"--Alternation of harshess and
leniency in a context of discipline;
"--Peer pressure, often applied
through ritualized struggle sessions.
generating guilt and requiring open

confessions;
"Insistence by seemingly allpowerful hosts that the recruit’s
survival -- physical or spiritual -depends on identifying with the
group."
Arguments, especially by
religious cults, should be given
every chance to be refuted. perhaps
by a leader of the faith you grew up
with or the leader of a faith you
respect.
The best way, though, is to know
what you beleive and whyand avoid
suspicious groups.

Death penalty no
cure for cult killings
By Richard Speigiman
A few comments upon reading
Spartan Daily reporter John Jones’
piece on political murder. He and I
share agreement that we are experiencing changes in our society.
This is a first, important step in
moving beyond the frequent
analysis of crime which stays glued
to the individual only. Such a perspective reduces crime to the backward behavior of primitive humans.
to the outrages of psychotics, or to
the microscopics of physiology.
Richard Speiglman is a
New College Lecturer
Jones does not do this, but
moves into the more productive
sphere of the societal issues in his
article; that is, until his conclusion
when he finds the death penalty to be
the solution to the problem under
discussion. In fact, the death
penalty, like the simplistic analyses
of crime, misses the important
aspects of this phenomenon and
instead wishes the crime away
through an execution. Where does
Jones go wrong?
The Jones article focuses
primarily on intolerance, the
possibility of too much freedom in
society, and correspondent violence.
I believe that the author skims the
surface too quickly.
Early comments in the press
about the Jonsestown
suicide murders and the killings of
Milk and Moscone have turned
toward the notion that paranoia,
depression, and other conditions
added to potentially flawed orientations (Christian fundamentalism
for Jim Jones; simplistic, dogmatic
intolerance for White) in these two
cases.
The intolerance, in either case,
John Jones tells us, resulted in the
elimination of the opponent. This
view stops too short. A critical and
potentially useful analysis must go
on, beneath the psychology, to
examine the source of changes in
contemporary life including the
prevalence of cults, desperate
killings, the events of the last few
days and weeks.
If there was paranoia in Jim
Jones, the paranoia was not purely
The work of the CIA,
invention.
his
FBI, and other agencies as well as

that of individuals is well
documented.
If Dan White was severely
depressed and shoved aside in a
political maneuver, his experience
was relatively unique only in that
most of us move so little from our
"place" in life that we find not even
the possibility of a major loss.
Certainly a complete analysis
must consider ties of political
conspiracy in the deaths of Kennedy.
King, even that of Jones. What about
racism? Anti-gay sentiment? These
categories do not disappear in the
explanation above.
What we can say with some
certainty is that the problem rests
not with a society too liberal. On the
contrary, the evidence is stark that
our society is exceedingly
repressive, whether that be by
reason of sex, sexual preference,
race, class, or other category. There
are not enough jobs, and those
remaining deteriorate daily.
Workers suffer degradation and
death at their work places more than
do politicians in their offices.
If liberalism is too prevalent,
that is so in that exploitation and
alienating work pervade our lives:
our liberal ethic denies us a means
to stop these conditions.
The evidence multiplies that
crime increases with crises as well
as the long-term growth of our
economy. Brenner’s study for
Congress finds that an increase of
unemployment by merely one
petcent sustained for six years
results in the subsequent thirty year
period in increases in homicide,
suicide, cirrhosis of the liver, cardiovascular disease, and penal and
mental hospital commitment.
The answer to this social reality
is not the death penalty. Clearly
executions blur our focus op social
concerns. The death penalty
scapegoats, blames the victim for
what must conclude is a larger,
political-economic problem. More
Propositions 7, 6, and 13 promote
rather than solve social difficulty.
I should like to suggest that we
look to examine why increasing
numbers of people turn to cults for
meaning and satisfaction, to study
what accounts for the increased
reliance on violence, not to wish
away our difficulties and anger
through a death sentence.

A good day
Editor.
The other day I was sitting on
the lawn by the fountain reading the
Spartan Daily. I was approached by
a pretty young lady who asked me if,
by any chance I was reading the
Hadleys?
I said, why of course, do you
read the Hadleys? She said, yes, and
sat herself comfortably close to me.
I asked what she like about the
Hadleys the most. She replied it is an
exciting fantasy and she especially
liked the part about Croylis eating
face. I said, yea; I like eating face
too! She smiled, and the next thing I
knew we were eating face.
I would like to thank the Hadleys
for a good day and a even more
enjoyable evening.
Tim Rhain.schmidt
Geology senior

Letter policy
The Spartan Daily welcomes
letters from readers expressing
individual viewpoints.
Letters should be typed, triplespaced and must include the writer’s
major, class standing, address, telephone number and signature.
Only the name, major and class
standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length, style or libel.
Letters should be submitted at
The Daily Office (JC 200) between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or by
mail to the Forum Page, do the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh St., San
Jose, CA 95112.
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Monique Frenay (right) makes a new friend and...

...shows her love and affection during the Christmas season.

iTis the Season

At last Thursday night’s Christmas party for 24 children from
the Santa Clara County Children’s Shelter, it was often hard to tell
who was having more fun, the children or those giving the party.
The party, given by Theta Chi fraternity, welcomed the
children into the holiday season with a ham dinner, ornament
making, tree trimming, caroling, untold amounts of cookies and
goodies, and a visit from Santa Claus.
"We had potatoes, too," chimed in one youngster.
As 24 filled stockings hung by the blazing fireplace at the Theta
Chi house on 11th Street tables set up in another room buzzed with
activity. Looking as though a truck full of glitter had overturned on
it, one table had some of the guests busily making construction
paper chains and glitter balls to later hang on the tree.
In the living room sat Shelter counselors, a few Theta Chi
brothers and their parents, while children on the floor busily strung
cranberries.
"We’ve only had one stuck finger here," commented one

brother who assisted in the cranberry stringing. "Uh, we had two,"
a Little Sister corrected.

"I keep on poking myself," said one little girl, needle and
cranberry in hand.
Soon, it was time to place the cranberry string onto the tree.
Brothers, who were not worn out from giving the kids infinite piggy
hack rides up and down the stairs, hoisted the braver kids onto their
shoulders so they could drape the cranberry strands onto the tree.
"Try to get it way up on top," directed one brother. "See that
red light bulb,"’
There was caroling as the kids gathered around the guitarist.
The old favorites of "Jingle Bells" and "Rudolph the Red Nose
Reindeer" were sung loudly by the youngsters.
More holiday edibles were consumed by the youngsters as the
hosts and hostesses carefully plucked smashed cranberries from
the carpet.
Then, all activity slowly filtered into the living room as the
children gathered in excited anticipation of Santa Claus’s visit.

One lucky youngster receives his gift from
await their turn.

Santa as others anxiously

photos by Paul Chinn
Guitarist

Michael Devine plays Christmas Carols during sing along

Get the edge! Prepare to take the

GMAT
Graduate Management Admissions Test
Saturdays, Jae. 6, 13, 20. 1979
8 30 .1. iv, 1 p.m. Bllsalesf, Classroom 015, SJSU cameos
Total cost is $65 including materials
leer further information:
Of lice of Continuing Education
Journalism Classroom Bldg 1368
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192
140131 2772182

San Jose State University

session.

Mr. Smith, Who is he??

1979 CHARTER FLIGHTS

.0Y

Still the less costly way
to itY1
FLIGHTS from OAKLAND
to
LONDON, FRANKFURT,
AMSTERDAM, ZURICH
Call Jim Dewrance for

LAKER SKYTRAIN
information

BRITISH EUROPEAN TRAVEL
1080 Saratoga Ave Sari !w.f.
984-7576

"Lunch with a Prof" weries
presents

"Jews and The Gold Rush"
a dem iissron and slide presentation
is

Oh, he’s the Landlord and he’s decided to sell this
place. Wow! I can’t afford an increase in rent!
Has this happened to you’ Well, maybe it’s time
you looked into your own investment needs. For
professional assistance, please call for an appointment.

Dr. Robert Levinson
(it the ilistors Dept

Monday, Dec. 11, 1 1:30 a.m.
Montalvo Room, Student Union

Antique Etenttg

Farzad Einami
Investment Broker

cs 9512o
sag
268-1150

Sponsored tiv Hillel
otiee’provided

&Associated Students
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sports
Stiles

says

Editor’s Note: This is
the fourth of a four-column
series in which former
SJSU head football coach
Lynn Stiles reflects on the
trials and triumphs of his
three years as the Spartan
mentor.
By Chuck Hildebrand
A lot of followers oil
MM.. football team don’t
but Lynn Stiles
feels his three years at
SJSU were successful.
He points with pride to
the offensive accomplishments of his
charges -- Steve DeBerg’s
record-breaking heroics as
the SJSU quarterback and
subsequent signal -calling
assignment for the San
Francisco 19ers, for
example.
He tutored Kevin Cole,
who set an all-time SJSU
rushing record with 1.154
yards; and Ed Luther, who
finished fourth in N(’AA
passing statistics ths
season.
This year’s club
averaged well over 400
yards total offense per
game over its last five
a figure that
outings
would have placed the
Spartans among the top
teams in the country had
they established that pace
earlier in the season.
And most of all, there
was Frank Manumaleuna the Samoan behemoth
who earned third-team AllAmerica status from
Associated Press and is
expected to be a first or

season successful
cleat
marks

second -round pick in the
upcoming National
Football League draft.
In addition, Stiles
fashioned two winning
seasons and two league
championships in three
years only his predecessor.
Darryl Rogers, could
manage even one winning
season in the 14 years
before Stiles took over.
The ghost of Rogers
haunted Stiles throughout
his tenure -- and he admits
that his inability ot emulate
either successRogers
wise or personality-wise -proved to be his downfall.
But he isn’t crying in
his oatmeal about it. Instead, he’s maintained the
positive outlook that
distinguished him even
when things looked
darkest.
He’s willing to help in
the transition in any way he
can and holds no grudges
against SJSU, the administration or Rogers.
"The whole thing (the
controversy surrounding
his firing) was blown all
out of proportion," Stiles
maintains.
"1 just wanted to do
what was in the best in -

terest of all concerned,"
Sitles added. "Unfortunately, there were a
lot of ill feelings and some
people’s egos got stepped
on because of the way it
was handled.
"It wasn’t right or
wrong. It was just done
that way."
Stiles doesn’t regret his
refusal to resign before the
Spartans’ final game
against Long Beach State.
"I wouldn’t have done
it any other way," Stiles
declared. "I have to earn
the respect of my players
and I had to do what I
thought was right."
Stiles said he hadn’t
talked to any specific
people about future jobs as
of last Sunday.
"Had we been able to
wait until the end of the
year (before his departure
was disclosed), it might
have enhanced my
situation as far as securing
employment was concerned.
"But because of the
way it was handled -- in
essence, I was to be fired -it wasn’t feasible to think I
could get a head coaching
job now."

Johnson leads cagers
By craig Hammack
"Trziey
is
number
one," declared Debbie
Johnson, starting forward
on the women’s basketball
team, of her six-year-old
daughter. "She gets all the
time she needs."
Johnson, 24, is a freshman who worked full time
from the time she quit high
school in 1971 until June.
With a daughter. Johnson
coital not afford not to work
full time.
Now, Johnson is back
to get a degree and has a
full scholarship to play
basketball. And of course,
Tracy is with her.
"She’s part of practice
now," Johnson said.
In 10th grade, Johnson
first picked up a basketball
and decided she enjoyed
the game.
"When I played my
first year. women’s
basketball was played by
the old rules where there
were six players on the
court for each team," she
recalled.
"Two players were
offensive, two werc
defensive, and two were
rovers."
The next year, the
rules were changed to
make the game five on fiv
like it is now, and Johnson

averaging more than 18
points and rebounds per
game.
From 1971 until two
years ago, Johnson "faded
out," with working and
taking care of Tracy, and
didn’t play any basketball.
Tracy’s father has
been out of the picture
since she was born.
While employed as an
eligibility worker in the
welfare program in
Oakland. Johnson got her
basketball out of mothballs
and played in the Oakland
Parks and Recreation
league in 1976 and 1977.
It was in the women’s
league where Spartan
coach Sharon Chatman
saw Johnson and became
interested in her as a
player.

scholarship offer to play
basketball at Howard
University in Wash.. D.C.,
she came to SJSU when
Chatman offered her a
scholarship for two
reasons.
"SJSU is close to home
(most of her friends and
family live in Oakland
Johnson said, "and
Chatman understood that
Tracy has to be with me."
(Continued on page 51

It would be incredibly
ironic if one of the more
prestigious schools that
recently unloaded coaches
- like Colorado, Oklahoma
State. Army or Florida, for
example -- hired him and
he was successful.
That would only underscore the inadequacies
of the Athletic Department
-- and perhaps it would
trigger some of the
changes Stiles outlined in

this series.
But a man who can
leave SJSU under the
circumstances Stiles did
and still retain no resentment or rancor is a person
to be admired.

3 112.

-all my union friends"
been a pleasure to work with Path 01
"I will miss you all’’

It has

4iiu

Mary,
Director’s secretary

For the sake of this
school, let’s hope the Lynn
Stiles travesty is never
repeated.
Through all the turmoil, the unrest, the bitterness, the same Lynn
Stiles has always emerged
-- optimistic, cooperative
and an example to all.

GRAND OPENING t

.talvert company

SECURITY OFFICER
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Specializing in
frames, photo
reproductions and
handcrafted pine
furniture.

Full and part-time positions
Good Salary
Paid Insurance
Paid Vacation

"But it’s hard to say,
They’re doing Well and for
me to get a job there they’d
have to let another
assistant go. I don’t know if
they want to do that."

Equipment and Training Provided
Transportation and Telephone Required

Unique Christmas
gifts. Over 300
items in stock.
Come on over and
browse around.

CALL
(408) 984-7878

He’s made the best of a
situation that seems
hopeless and come out of it
unscathed -- in fact,
grateful for the dubious
mandate to lead SJSU out
of the football wilderness -despite the shabby way he
was treated here

Bring in this ad
for a 10% discount
R.J. Calvert Co.
330 Keyes St. (off of 7th) San Jose

WELLS FARGO GUARD SERVICES
3036 Scott Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95050

297-2423

Equal Opportunity Employer MIF

In a way, I’m glad to

Open: 12-6 rues
pen’ 10-5 sift

Fri

SCORE
CORDS
glik-’fi,&-’’’’-ar
,-40,1- ,
y

(W

;

Niet P 6--tkr.0./16 CA-9-1

kinko’s copies
overnight
no minimum

XEROX 9400 &
IBM COPIERS
123 S 3rd Slreel
295-4336

Chatman and Johnson
kept in touch and although
Johnson had a full

"But my big concern
right now is trying to get
ill S’
coaches reloc a led
before the new coach takes
over."
One of Stiles’
assistants, Ron Lynn, is a
candidate for the head
coaching post.
Stiles was an assistnat
under Dick Vermeil at
UCLA and before accepting the SJSU job was
ticketed for Philadelphia
after Vermeil was tabbed
the Eagles’ coach.
Has he talked to
Vermeil about hooking on
in Philadelphia again?
"I got a telegram from
Dick after it was announced I wouldn’t be
back. expressing his
concern over the situation,
but I haven’t pestered him
about it.
"I also talked to Carl
Peterson, their director of
player personnel, and he
inciated his concern for my
family and I.

see Lynn Stiles go. He
deserves better than San
Jose State - and eventually. I think he’ll get it.

Dear Student Union
Thank you and good bye to you, the student
students
union staff, student staff, assor
employees.

*0.0 *1
481 E San Carlos
295-5511

1L /cJ

Levis." the top scoring
cords in any league. The
Gap’s your headquarters
for Levi’s Cords. We’ve got

0(-4)

P.0-f950(21Pe-D
T

Classifieds

more colors, more sizes:
more styles. That’s why we
want lobe your cord store.
1811W. SAN CARLOS 1092 BLOSSOM HILL RD.
SAN aoSF, CA

277-3175

starred for Oakland I figh.

CLOTHING SALE
8095(1(5 80115CLUB
2195( unningham Ave
258-7227

Sat., Dec. 16
Ladies and Mere,’
pants and tops

Nothing over $4
News, seconds
and irregulars
Si off with coupon
lei

=N.

Spartan Daily
I niversity community
Since 1134
Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California. Member of
California Newspaper Publishers Association and the Associated Press Published daily by
San Jose State University, during the college year. The opinions expressed in the paper are
not necessarily those of the
Associated Students, the University Administration or the Department of Journalism and Advertising. Subscriptions accepted only on a remainder of
semester basis. Full academic
year, 89 Each semester. 14 50.
Offeampus price per copy, 10
cents Ptione 777-3181 Advertising 277-3171 Pnnted by Suburban Newspaper Publication,
Inc

If your own independent appraisal is not at
least 40% higher than the price you paid,
your money will be promptly refunded any
time within one full month of purchase.
Will another jeweler make
this statement?
"Now You Have A Friend In The Diamond Business"
Is

10% Discount

With Coupon

Choose from our large selection of diamonds and flu" Jewelry.
Open Daily and Sundays
Major Credit Cards
accepted

875 N. First Street
San Jose
408 - 292 - 9100
DIRECT DIAMOND IMPORTERS
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Good program, coach --Johnson
(continued from page 4)
"If I went to lio’A it
wasn’t sure about Travy.
and like I say, she’s
number one." she said.
Born in Vallejo,
Johnson settled in Oakland
in 1969 and lived there until
moving to an apartment
near SJSU.
Pleased to be at SJSU,
Johnson is impressed with
what she calls "a good
program, excellent
coaching, and a championship team."
The Spartans were
undefeated in league Play
last season and advanced
to the Vtestern Regionals
before losing.
Johnson thinks this
year’s "dynamite team"
rim go all the way this
year, blessed as it is with

"quickness and speed.

Despite being one of
only two frosh on the team,
Johnson is one of three
captains appointed by
Chat man.
That is attributed to
Johnson’s "maturity,"
Chatman said, and "the
respect she has earned
from her teammates."
Senior Sally Halvorson
and sophomore Karen
Mason are the other team
captains.
The Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women, the governing
body, allows 12 full
scholarships a year, but
according to Chatman,
&MU has the budget to
handle only seven.
Those seven, she said,
include three full rides and

four partial rides, handed
out on the "basis of need."
Getting use to studying
again was the hardest
transition Johnson has had
to make.
"I’ve had to discipline
myself to study instead of
watching my soap operas,"
she said with a grin.
Johnson misses her
job, although she works
five hours a week in the
work studies program and
carries 13 units, including
basketball, because she
enjoyed it.
Employed as a welfare
worker in Alameda
County’s social service.
Johnson found she had the
experience, but not the
degree to advance in her
field.
The possibility of

positions as an administrative assistant or a
field representative lured
Johnson back to school.
A business major with
a concentration in real
estate, she sees other
changes in school besides
an adjustment to study.
Back in high school,
Johnson said, scholarships
weren’t being offered to
female cagers.
"It just wasn’t happening then." she said. "If
anything, the best female
athlete of the year would
Will a couple of hundred
bucks toward school, but
it’s nothing like it is now.
"You can go almost
anywhere on a basketball
scholarship now."
A
women’s
professional basketball

league would be a long time
coming," according to
Johnson. and she doesn’t
play the game for
rewards
monetary
anyway.
"When I play, I release
all my frustrations," she
said. "A lot of people have
other ways of doing it. but
when I’m out on the court I
scream and yell and get
everything out."
"After a game. I’m
completely relaxed."
Johson said.
Other than lack Of
recruiting, Johnson saw a
lack of coaching in high
school.
"In high school, they
don’t really try to teach you
anything," Johnson said,
"and if you have talent,
they just let you play. They
don’t try to improve you or
even teach the basic fundamentals.
"I’ve had to start

almost front scratch this
year." she continued. "I’ve
been pra et ing on my
dribbling and the correct
shooting form and I’m still
working."
Chatman agreed
Johnson needs to work on
her fundamentals, but
pointed out she is "very
bright and a very hard
worker."
"She has a lot to
learn." Chat man said, "bet
she’s probably the mfust
improved player on the
court since we began
workouts in September’.
"In the future. I think
Johnson can be the best
player this program has
ever had."
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20% OFF
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Swag-rine Gorge,.

2833 Meridian Ave.
San Jose. Calif. 95124
1.405 267-8540

classifieds
announcements
SIUDENI DENTAL PLAN ENROLL
NbWo For informal., can A S office or
371 6811
BALLET New Fall Sesser. at Ethane
School of Ballet College age classes, near
campus Beg, Inf. Ado Come see out
trey studio 1461 Park Ave S J 241
1300
PART- TIME work Set your own hours
Slimed while learning business
td,thruques Earnings Iron sales average
1400 $500 monthly Call Dr Jim Harper,
Co op Education Program at 277 3370, or
Kevin Sullivan, Marketing Director at
14081 246 1991 New England Life, of
cdurset EEOC ME
SJSU Gay Student Union meets every
Thurs. 305) people attend any given
meeting which are usually held in the
Student Union. GSU oratories a blend of
social and educatronal activities designed
10 let gay people meet and learn about
themselves, each other, and relevent
social issues GSU is particularly useful to
the gay person who is lust comingout or is
new to the area You are not alone so
don’t stay apart Be all you can be
attend’ I All meetongs are ril the S U.
Guadalupe Room at 8per For events tape
or referral call 298 GAYS
THE SJSU SIERRA CLUB offers outdoor
activities and people to shale them with,
Activities endure haring, backpacking,
clirnteng, parties and cross country
skiing Meetings are Tuesdays at 710
p nt in the S U Guadalupe Room 10’31
Hallovwee Party. II ’5 Angel Island:
I’ll or 18 Sierra Backpacking’ I 21 3
Backpacking, Skyline to sea
PILOTS and Student Pilots - Don’t get
stuck with Hobbs erne Fly wet tach and
save BIG money Example 1975 Cessna
150’s, $13"hr Least expensive way to get
that coveted pike license and fly wrth the
eagles Largest club in Calif MANY
SJSU Inembets and instructors Call our
Reid Hellyrew branch for full info Call Don
now Gottschalk s Flight Center. 923
4171
MOPED WHAT IS IT, Find out 6 days a
week at Medson* Mopeds 87 S
Autumn St 297 9425 South of
Downtown Datsun

automotive
ALL FOREIGN CAR PARTS 461 S.
Bascom Ave. San Jose. CA 46128.
2980624 or 29110625 SPECIAL STU,
DENT DISCOUNTS WITH CURRENT
I.D. CARD If we daft have it, we’ll help
you get ii Be on our private nailing lest
formonthly specials
’78 HONDA Civic Automatic trans..
3,800 ns , sliding glass sunroof, like new
Must sell 04.900 firm Katie. 2477344
’70 TRIUMPH 500cc, great coed Rebuilt
carbs, new seat, MO 2778099
’66 CHEVY Impala 327. PS, PB, AC, meg
wheels Good cold $800best offer
292-7871 or 293’9676
’65 MUSTANG 6 cyl stick, ’71 engine
Original owner. SE00"best offer 297-2665

FIAT 128 Spon L Superb coed . 38 mpg
Great car 02.900 Call Rob at 732 0494 ’

’70 VW Bug New paint, body, brakes
Front exc. 01,600 Call 255 6660
MUST SELL Leaving. ’74 Vega, 55.4W
rni Call 279 9933 or 279-9BXEL Ask for
Cookie
’70 MG Midget, 60,000 miles. exc. running cond $1,900 Cal 243 3449 eves
’79 FIAT 128 Sport L excellent coed Rob
732 0494

break
DEAR STUDENT. FACULTY AND
STAFF Your insurance needs’ AUTO.
HOME,FIRE. HEALTH If you are not
already with State Fame, call for an appointment at my office or home and we’N
set up a time convenient for you on can
pus. your home or Fry office. Let’s get
together and give you better coverage for
less money CALL’ MOAT STAR.
2531277 or 446-3649
SHREDDED loan, rubber 65 cents lb
2932464.

PLEASURABLE Oral Egan
’ UNIQUE
Preparation. Builds confidence and
command of statistical results Call 14151
5913073"

BIKE Tire Sale, 27x1 1"8. 90 psi. $346
27x1 -V 4 gurn wall, $325. 26,131.
$268, Shaw’s Cycles. 131 E Willian, St
(near SJSU). 295 5824

ACADEMY of Ballet daily, $2. Ballet.
Scottish, Modern 7905 Park Ave Santa
Clara 2955399

"BRENT" power potters wheel w"wedg
mg Table, tools and bats Would make a
great Xmas gdi $200. Gang 2658287
after 5

BUY your mother JII SJSU Associates’
Cookbook for Chostrnas $5 at the
4:tartan Bookstore, Coetains your
Norge Prof’s favorite wde’s favorite
mipes
AFRO MAJORS he better pilots
whether you are alreadw mstrument
rated or working on it Now you can
benefit from instrument 141111111d 011 OW
Pacer 11 flight simulators Jon 0111
5111101.3101 (101 at IOW 5111dellf rate and
earn for $3 an he solo Call now for tone
cformation and schedule a FREE demo
ride Air Simulator Training Center
Red Hilluew Airport 9266765
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE organization
weekly meetings, 130 p.m Wednesdays,
S U Costanoao Room Stone room, 505
S. 1016 St . room 102. 7 845 am Wed
1017 Theirs All are welcome,
ACTORS, ACTRESSES, Need a first film
lob, We need you an our television
Production for cable and public TV
markets Send resume CREATIVE
REALITIES PRODUCTIONS, 13682
Manteca Way. Saratoga, CA 95070
VIETNAMESE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
I Nor poker organkratron
2 Improve Ore relationship between
sturkwas
1 Provide aradensc s and social
asorstare e
Vu Then
Information
mo
rte
oot 246 01104
YOU PICKED A FINE TIME TO ADOPT
ME LUCILLE You’re really a beauty,
Lucille Nice gay fig with orange nark
ergs Almond eyes And you’re the most
loving rat Iv,’ ever known But they dont
allow pets rn thus apartment And I have
to trawl semeneti a week at a ene So
please take your rat box and the food I
bought you and fir gl another gout hone
111 moss you. sweetheart, Ina I mst can’t
hold on to you now Call Prof Stewart
1646110(8
SNOW is I’m its way so get ready to cJii
wth SJSU SKI CLUB Upconwng her
IP1011111S 15 lode 1st SKI CLUB TRIP to
Alpine Meadows arid Steer Bowl Dec 9
alld IX Vereleeret trips wall us are the
cheered way to have a great woe skiing
no sign up at the Club table Bootlegs
are inetel to lotto, try this erratum sport
On NOV 21 De k Herrero’, will peewee Ns
’Wart Sires’ at the, Corte lee
Perform.; Arts ticket., ale J11,111.1111. tI
final paynient fix the
IfIff C1.111.1/11
Aspen trip is rte. by tine Dec 0th nevem.
All
,wver h will be Islet at 7 3n er Eras 132
((’is and 1,10... is 1501111111 to you try those
SKI
veld and r rani gays and gals of
(1() FOR !Tem
CLUB, wile l:RAIY

MINOLTA 85mre f"I 7 lens veth case and
close up lens. $85 Jon Porter, 2773168
OBOE Grenadine. wood
gem $195. 2650736

Collector’s

FOUR of the best seats in the house for
Warrior San Anton. game FRIDAY
NIGHT $10 trckets JONI. adS-9484.

help wanted

COUNT FOR CASH Be an Inventory
Leer We have several permanent part
erne positrons available Mr people looking
Ion year !MA extra 11.01111, Work on the
average of 15 to 20 hrs per week All you
need is a good knowledge of simple math
and avertable to work ether EARLY
MORNINGS and WEEKENDS. OR
EVENINGS and WEEKENDS Come In
and MON Moir thru Fe 830 an, to 5 um
Wee Iran you Washrnoten Inventory
Service 7398 Walsh ave Santa Clara
241 2563
FLEXIBLE Hours ’Good Pay audes’’Orrl
$4 50’ hr LVN’s $562 hr RN’s 58"hr
Sone ex/wmence moored Call 287 1749
Ii,, allot New Wantons NUISIdlf
Resourres. 2775 Park Ave. Santa Clara
STUDENT NURSES
Part and hill time Pick your days and
shifts American Registry of Nurses 2444
Moorpark Aver 293 0112
WEEKEND FUN.. Earn en 2 days what
most do in 5 Sat S1111 $165376 easy
Customers come to you Demonstrate
nationally larnous non stick cookware at
Flea Mart HURRY,. X nras shoppers are
herel D.II1 14151E62 4400, en 500
COLLEGE students needum over $100 per
week tom part hme work Flexible hours,
mist lie neat have car and Owlet Call
Fuller Brush Co 243 1121 for entennew
apporIMIellt
PART TIME JOBS BIG MONEY Ac
, peeing Law or Pre La* students
preferred All /11){011551VP, articulate,
buttery students o k Need sales reps for
CPA LSAT Cassette Home Study
Protean* Call Jim Dere at Total tape Iric
Toll Free 1 90’874 7511:1 In Florida call
collect 90e176 8261 1505 NW 16111
AN! G.VISV11IP Fl 37E104
Al) SALES Sak* "1151115 111111011 for
leirlegtervlort Wrekly de new
, deep* 10fiedpfttiP111 newsPews 20
Im’IL it 0171011,1011 Call reweedatigy
StAf11/11. 28/ 1015 eves
etillIal.1

SEMESTER BREAK JOBS We have lull
tone lobs in office. sales annul warehouseof
for the ono of Jan Apply rum start work
part tine immediately Mrs Riihard 296
7395 or 250 9047

ISI Friday’s Restaurant is riow or
terviewmg for unwed openers* in kitchen
reanageeent and will discuss future
openings for 01111111 students Interviews
will take place or Thuts and Fe at TG1
Fridays Cupertino Restaurant Ap
plocateersIlOW bong accepted For ape, ,
cell 257711W

4 MATURE people over 21 prel Hours 10
pro 6 pmsecurity and safety work $4 per
hour to start Benefits Call W F Percy
297 9723 4 7pol M F

SOLAR manufacturer seeks prospect
finders THIS IS NOT A SELLING JOB
We pay an attractive fee for lust inuoducing our noney saver solar systems
to prospective home owners"custoners.
Desirable attnbutes include interet ui
Public Relations, Energy Consevateon
anal vullingness to learn To get started in
the rapidly growng Solar Energy field,
please contact Phl Heggen at
SOLPOWER INDUSTRIES INC 996
3222

NEED $00, WE HAVE JOBS, VVORK
DURING VACATION NO SKILLS
NEEDED, CLERICAL, GENERAL LABOR.
ASSEMBLY TRAINEES ALL TYPES OF
JOBS AVAILABLE, SHORT AND LONG
TERM OPENINGS FROM SAN JOSE
THRU PALO ALTO YOU CHOOSE
YOUR SCHEDULE APLY NOW,
SUNNYVALE OFFICE OPEN M-F 710 C
AND SAT 912’ SAN JOSE OPEN 85 M
F
TOP PAY. NEVER A FEE
TIMESAVERS, TEMPORARY SER
VICES 599 N Math,Ida, Sunnyvale 12
blocks south of 101). 13314(6. 21192
Lincoln Ave.. San Jose 12 blocks north of
Curtner).

2672623

WANTED Actors, dancers, singers,
tugglers, martial artists to train for
production. Trarning Free J Con’
onghan. Rainbow Yoga Inst. 565 S 6th
2739743

WANTED Holistic Health masseuses.
Polarity and Shiatsu Therapsts. To Iran
for production. Free traiong J
Richardson. Martial Arts Chy, Rainbow
Yoga lost 565 S 6th 273 9743

WANTED Any person who is psychic To
tram for future in hang arts Holishe
Health. aura reading. yoga, basic enamel
arts, basic pyramid energy Mr Lucero
Rainbow Yoga lest 5656th 273 9743
VARIOUS positans available, SJSU
Nuclear Science Feeney Prefer Science,
Engineering, Busmess moors. Chemistry
majors or tenors, grad students 10 plus
hours per week 13-650 pet hour LAB
ASSISTANTS’ Radiochem option
preferred, must take a Radiation Safely
Course, also available fall ’79
RESEARCH ASSISTANTS Perform
analyses and research on rant funded
protects, grad students for research
protects-NASA, etc 168 posttronsl.
MINICOMPUTER PROGRAMMER’ Must
have previous FORTRAN of BASIC.
chemistry instrument interest.
minicomputer use taught WORD
PROCESSOR OPERATOR: 45 wpm
typing. previous college science
IChemistry preferred), word processor
use taught For more Information. apply
DH 19), 277 3290.

EULIP1A Crepe Gaffe * accephng ap
pficatrons for lunch waitress and night
dishwasher Can stan now or in January
Call 293 6818 374S. Fest St., San Jose

LOOKING for a tole during the semester
break, Have you ever thought about
working in a massage studio, We are a
!teemed professional studio and we Iran
you Excellent salary and enrnedeate
openings For info . call 14151364 5056

MATURE student to assist en teaching
remedial reading Approx 1526 hours
per week, M011 En between 3 and 7 p m
Must be excellent reader Witham Begin
Jan 2 through spring semester $3"hr
Call Mrs Spencer 257 1803

HOUSING available for Xnes break on
campus Kitchen taillike, cupboard
space, ftreplace, ample parking 234 S
Ilth St 2756591 998 9707

MEN ONLY Rooms in quiet Chestran
home Kitchen tev . near campus 617 S
6th St
2 ROOMMATES to share 3 bdrm 2 Ira.
townhouse in Los Gatos Pod pre
$150"mo plusl"3otul Ca11356 2504
1 BEDROOM turn apt Clean. quiet, all
uta pd., near SJSU. Non smoker $200
plus dee 2+8356

FOR SALE Charming "Turn of the
Century" Vrcionan Has been completely
remodeled Walk to campus 93 percent
financing available $73.950 17658797
EP".

FEMALE wanted to share 2 bdrm , 2 be
apt on 4th St w"a serious 26 year-old
1.A teaching newer $140"mo. plus util.
and dep. Call Kevin at 293-5290.
ROOMMATE WANTED. M"F, quiet nonsmoker. $135"mo own room and bath
one-half util. Nice area. 10 rt. from
SJSU, 280 and Saratoga Call 247,5725
available Mod January

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 4
bedroom house in Almaden Valley area
wove male and two females Mellow
emsronment Prefer senior or grad
student $104"mo plus util Call Joie at
2555308 days

AMERICAN . FOREIGN STUDENTS .
housing is available for the spring
semester at the INTERNATIONAL
CENTER. Applications for residency are
bong taken NOW for the spoon
semester. The "World" has come to San
Jose, Be pan of d - share a living and
learning cultural experience t SJSU’s
INTERNATIONAL CENTER Vrsit us at
2+5. 11th St. or call 777-3690 or 279
4575. Take your place In the wodd at the
SJSU International Center

Stud* party f urn. upstairs 1 be from
SJSU, quiet, carport, adults no pets
avail Jan. 1 call bet ore 6 pm 294 2477

2 bedrm apt, unfurn carpet. drapes
$210"mo close to SJSU. First, last rent
plus $100 call 251-8003
Roommate wanted 6 houses from
Duncan Hall Share cozy 2 ledne house
$1300mo Female pref 444 So 6th St
293-7X113

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB. Great
guys and gals, fireplace, color TV, kitchen. maid see, . piano, game room,
parking, 032 per week share, $4550"wk
single. 202 So 11th St. 293 7374

lost and found

6 SILVER twigs ione wry tiger / Not
valuable, lust sentimental Left rn
Women s restroom. 3rd floor Business
Tower, 11778 REWARD for return, no
questions asked Cal Card, 277 3409 tEIT
258)

Elec .Ic LOST nt EN, build I2"4"78.
Please return small reward BO., eves,
9464670
LOST’ Dog $250 REWARD Black Mee
shepherd me Mho Male Could be
anywhere PLEASE call 269 E869 or 371
5284

I NEED a ride to S J from Salta Cruz one
day a week Call Dr Snyder, 7/73165.
I AM seeking a companion. I an, hart
drapped alld /11.110 a 1111110, VOICO 1111
1h111111efll !lee music, Los:erns and Irve 6
blocks Iron cannpus Brian. 298 nal
ELECTOUSIS CLINIC UP1Wallted her
’,snowy) forever Men arw1women 247
7486
"LOVE IS WHAT YOU NEED" New
dating systsenn For free 1001111 wore
DAWN, P 0 Etox 1621, San Jose, Ca
95150

PART TIME work Set yore own hours
Salaried while leaf meg bustriess
techniques Earnests from sales average
$400 $500 monthly

WE MAY never pass this way attain, Is
VOUI family getting Townley or tcnI
holidays, VVhat better 111114‘ to make a
beaunful color portrait created by John,
Call 20,17937 today for your convenrem
aPPorument

STUDENTS DO HAVE A SAY" Make
sure your opinion is heard, Tail Delta Phi
requests that all Tower List Prot
evaluation cards he returned to dm Info
Center in the 1st floor lobby of the
Student Upon any one before the next
5111,11251.1 REMEMBER, eleicatron us a
complete Tower Ltst,,
TO MY WIFE BETTY C I BEG
FORGIVENESS FOR DOING WHAT I
DID I LOVE YOU MORE THAN
AYTHING OR ANYONE IN THE WHOLE
WORLD IT WILL NEVER HAPPEN
IGAIN I LOVE YOU YOUR LOVING
HUSBAND. NICK C
LW You still make me happy after 15
Are we slat pals, LOW, Steve

TO MY 288 PC Happy Berthday neigh
Pei L Y Rosamond PS Hatay,

BRUCE SPRINGSTEN fan, I well pay top 0
to tx.kets. Steve. 2772)030 days, 356
affall eyes

J aixl K of J E K and my 14 so Val Have
a super Christmas GFI or finals Lover ii
PKE. EZZ
To our super leathers at Sigma Cl,,, we
wish you luck iou finals end a Merry
Christmas YOU, La’ us s Fiend KB

services
LOOKING lot a WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER, Images by Joho are
expresuons of love soft elegant and
ooderstood by everyone for the finest
wedding photography, call John Pal115011
al 269 7937
I LUTE and recorder lessons taipht by
SJSU roe. Masters elegbdate Gump
$10"mo Private $20-mo Call 287 5946

TYPING AND CASSETTE IRAN
SCRIPTION 01 page and up AR work
aCCIIIMP and proof read IBM Selectee II
KITTY CARTER 7634521,

TYPING’ FAST. ACCURATE.
RELIABLE Tenn papers, reports, theses,
letters resigners. etc Corms t loon and
Od11111(1 Teenier) C110101341"Sali011.
Call Barbara Morten 2522168 1W naIls
after 9 30p en pleas&

3 lines
4.11.1e3
5 Ones
6 Ones

EARN up to 0703 a week. $25 per 103
possible stuffing envelop* Send a
stamperl. sell addressed envelope to
Deanne Marls. P 0 Box 5)91 ’POP
Haute. Ind 47805

One
der
If 50
200
2 50
300

TYPING Thesis tone papers etr
wows:ad and Iasi Phone. 2444614

housing

TYPING Experrenced 111 reports theses
resign.* Pronset service with accrete y
guaranteed IBM Sel II 227 9521a
I TYPE term papers theses reports,
mainuscopts IBM Seems: Imp last
Joye 264 1029

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING TO
percent Student DiSCOlillt For all your
laundry needs alterations, mending.
wasting. If011111,1 Wash’ fluff dry. /111111
ander folded 40 i:ents lb Pillows.
blankets, rugs, SIPeplIld bags. leathers
sue., hats One day service Open 8
530, Mon Sat ACE LAUNDRY. 8th and
E. William next to Togo’s1 293 7228

I

in Thursday
editions, 2 lines
for 75c

AUDIO ENTEllrlusEs is your
consumer elts’Ironics buying service
with the widest selection of the
highest fidelity at the low’e’st prietel.
:17 name brands! Audio equipment
for the home. car, stage or studio.
TVs. VCRs, videogames. projection
TV. All items new with full mfg.
warranty, plus an optional 5 yr.
parts and labor. Free record deviser
w.any system. free setup and advice. All at the lowest prices
anywhere! For mon- info.price
3-1e,
quotes. call 253r5550.
anytime weekends. Ask for Ken.
Now recommending the incredible
hIPM Custom Speaker Systems.
AK. DEMO SALE. ESSAmt I IT reg.
$900, S625.pr. Order now in time for
Xmas. Hurry! Prices are going up
every other week! ATTENTION:
COMING SOON! MICROCUMPUTERS’’

TYPING Thesis, erisearih papers etc
Experienced IBM Sdeitrii En, 25/41182

’EXPERT academe typist COlfertlitO
Selectee: typewerter Cali Aortrea. 973
41)1"

STUDENT
UNION
OPEN
24 HOURS

TYPING
Reports, term papers
maeuscepts Barbara Written 264 I 756
MS ATLAS PRESS AND BOOKSTORE
Offset pentirm And rubber stamps Gay
and feminist books and recoils and
1088
periodicals 37)5

BERKELEY’ For All Your To ricg
BERKELEY * pleased to an
Needs
its final session hours
ounce
BERKELEY Now sewing the SJSU
campus from 9 a in by ru M -F and 105
on vveekends PHONE 297 62590, COMP
by 122 E. Sari SaNaliOl St rn downtown
S J BERKELEY u 1 block up kW, the
scrence bele I

Beginning Weds, Dec. 13
continue through
Thurs., Dec 14, Mon. Dec. 18,
and Tues., Dec. 19

TERM papers! dims typed. $I woe IBM
Setectrs with 1110(515 type balls V
Notes, 727 1035

TERM papers and eleSeS tyre,’
edited &PAW Self inn e alld
preferred IBM Selmer,: Mary 244
19 5)
SPECIAL $16 50 time ep now 0)31,0 din,
Dec oath rhos ad All the enrolments
your elected bike "VMS NOS 1.11F.i
No discount 110115P mAns 0111a51
Leihtweetht Cycles, 131 E WM.. :a
2465874

SPONSORED BY:
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
STUDENT UNION BOARD
OF GOVERNORS
SPARTAN SHOPS

EXP typist nr, Camps* TOfabldfl
type tot you IBM Sel II Coro tag,’
N1111. 262 1399

TYPING Proofing All kinds Reasora
and accurate Abby’s Secretarial Sen.
Wnlfow S1111 265 01511

EXPERIENCED Typist Srpage
and up. Jean, 371.51137 Fast and
accurate.

stereo
SONY Receiver, 20 watts. Marant7.2 way, X" speakers Exc. cond.
Call Jon. :17-14913

deco
200
1 50
300
3 50

Three
dere
2 25
75
3 25
1 75

Four
days
2 40
2 90
3 10
3 40

Frye
days
2 50
300
3 50
1 00

50

50

50

50

101...,

for ...O., Ion,

Eat PI
add,
woe,
day
35

Pun! uame
Agldtes
Fre lured

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO

Owl a Classdocanon
Announcement..
Automotive
For Sale

All Personals

Print Your Ad Here:

116nennm Interim. One Dav
SPI,A rrt roe Ise ossuest 120 00

NEED roommate for huge Vectorran.
(WWI S.I IOC M ot F. noi smoker 0125
earl Avail Jan 1 2+6843 eve"wknd

E

MI’M 11’ YOU’RE INT( I 1n \ I!
UNIQUE: sound. Superior Orov..i and
craftmanship. All this plus an
unlimited warranty. We
in custom loudspeakers for si
musical instruments, and PA It ,
build to your sperifications within
price range you choose Or it you
prefer. select front our standard
models. Give us a listen before
making that final decision. We’ll
change your tnind. For more info.
call 866-8969 anytime :tnd ask tor
Mike or Lee, MPILII CUSTOM
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

lototitowldirly

Each edddoonal Ione add
50

Lace

PERSONAL Inner COnStlitdili You
reeve a 2 how u iresishation eel petiole,
detaleng d t)015011,11L0i0f d11.11VSIS. I you’
drool& colas. abota 70 colors an
person out of a so at 5001. Lavuc and
neetal suggestions make rop cokes.
1Wf5011.11 style ckstalphne how 10 use
you, "Ants, how In Iola, al the lattst
fashions and tell what sug of gem us
yours are what isn’t all goestiou IS J110111
your cokes sal style answerer! Dees* ex
Success Method also discusest for neon
alld wornen, $40 ioreplete Call Carol at
247 2504. 5318 OLIPM "105f OW111111115

RATES--

MEN and WOMEN needed to referee Jr
High basketball Call John, 251 5890
between 6 8 p m weekdays

FURNISHED APT 2 1111111 . Cil1/111 glom
All earl pd 0275 plus drip Neer SJSU
Noe smokers 29R 8356 eves

ASTROLOGY CLASSES Learn to
alcutate and interpret horoscopes in
smaii personalized classes Clear,
renewed Instruct.] from,, PWKIPWCWI
IP.11:1105 Begriming and Advance’ eves
avertable Call DONNICE at 2920(68

Female roommate needed to share 3
bdrm two and one half condominium
$175"mo Call 263 9E00
PRIVATE RM.. Kit pny near bus,
Lucky’s, etc. prefer rasp male student.
$100"mo. 297.7679

TYPING Fast Aci ui.g,
tr. TryllIelln Wow
Pony 9134 1647

personals

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED

Heap Wanted
Lost and end

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE ( Al IF ORNIA 115 1 1 4
NEP

0.4111oue two day

,,,, ..1Me

.‘"

Consocul.ye methrenn dares onto
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remodeling project at
the SJSU Student Health
Service is expected to
begin in May or June.
according to Dr.
Raymond Miller. Health
Service director.
The project awaits
final legislative approval before going out
to bid. The legislature
must approve all capital
outlay projects which
exceed $65,000 even
though in this instance.
no state money will be
used for the project.

Health Center
remodeling due

All funding comes
from student fees
earmarked for health
facilities.
Miller termed the
remodeling as
relatively "minor."
’However, proposed
expansion of the
laboratory and physical
therapy room are expensive because of
plumbline and electrical work required, he
said.
Also included in the
project, Miller said, are
plans to move the

pharmacy to a larger
area, install a communications system
between the first and
second floor nursing
stations and the lab and
improve access for the
handicapped.
Legislation
authorizing CSUC
trustees to make the
expenditure for the
project was recently
introduced in the
legislature by
Assemblyman John
’asconcellos, D -San
Jose.

The measure. Atli
9. is supported by state
Senators Al Alquist and
Jerry Smith, and
Assem bly persons
Victor Calve,, Leona
Egeland, Richard
Hayden and Alister
McAlister, according to
a press release from
%’asconcellos’ office.
%’asconcellos said
he supported the
legislation because of
the need to update
facilities, increase.
access for the handicapped, and have an
adequate pharmacy.

Blue-lighted phone boxes
not just for reporting rape
By Jon Bernal
The blue-lighted phones you see on
campus are more than just emergency
rape lines.
At least, that’s what University Police
Chief Earnest Quinton says.
"A lot of people feel the phones are
just for rape situations." he said.
"We don’t want them to feel that way.
"If you are walking on campus and see
someone climbing through a window or
stealing a typewriter, even if you’re just
concerned for your safety-- give us a call."
The phones, which were installed a
year ago during the height of the rape
cirsis, are tied into a direct line with the
campus police dispatcher. If a caller is
unable to speak, just lifting the phone off
its cradle let the dispatcher know there
may be trouble. A light on the police
switch-board shows were the phone is
located.
The phones can be used for a number
of emergencies including safety hazards,
fire, or medical problems, Quinton said.
"Last year, a lac’y who was very ill
walked over to the health building seeking
help at around one in the morning -- she
probably thought they were open all
night," he said.
"When she saw they were closed she
noticed a phone nearby, picked it up and
called us.
"We got to her before she fainted," he
added. "We sent her by ambulance to San
Jose hospital - she was very ill."
Greg Wixom, an officer for the
department, said the blue phones have
also helped prevent possible

Auto
Fire

Life
Health

1001 S Winchester
Suite B

Bus: 375-13S0
Nes: 251-1161

Bookstore already has an
"overabundance" of
calendars.
Ardovino said he
designed a similar punk
calendar last year and sold
it at Tower Records,
Licorice Pizza (in Los
Angeles), Underground
Records and more
"progressive" stores.
Pat O’Gara, co-owner
of Underground Records,
said none of the calendars

San Jose Plasma

The burial grounds commitee was
established to protect the integrity of
Indian burial sites which
are often
unearthed during excavations of major
buildings, streets, highways and subdivisions.
The present vacancy is for a Native
American Indian, and the person must be

CELEBRATING OUR 10th LOCATION 1
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

TUNE-UP
SPECIAL
FOUR
CYL

32

PARTS Si LABOR
TUNED WHILE YOU WAIT
65.00 EXTRA for 6 & 8 cyl.

Your Car is tuned On our Road
Dyno. A $21,000 system far more
accurate than any tune-up
under idle conditions
YOUR TUNE-UP INCLUDES
have sold yet at her store,
but she chalks this off to the
fact that they’ve only been
there a few days.
"They should appeal to
our customers," she said,
"so I think they’ll sell
eventually. My clerk wants
to buy them all."
Ardovino likens the
punk scene to the hippie
movement in the 605 and to
the "Grease" 50s nostalgia
phenomenon.
"I’m into the images,
the concepts," he explained. "Fifteen years ago
it may have been the
hippies, now it’s the punks,
and in five years it will be
something else."

)

Quaeity eezie
BREAKFAST $1.00
COMPLETE LUNCH OR
DINNER $2.00

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL $1.25
Open 6 a.m. 7 Days
175G. Santa Clara St.. San Jcse.CA

New spark plugs 8 porms Replace
defective conoensor, rotor, dratreb.flor cap
ignition wire & luel filler Adusl
clean carburetor Test tor vacuum leaks
t-U*31E1A
Clean smog system Set !Immo
\1.
00.91109
GUARANTEED 6,000 MILES
With this ad. Exp. Jan. 1,1979
Good Monday thru Friday.
\
ule
REG. $39-4 cyl; S41-6 cyl; 643-8 cyl.

MAD %.
No
TUNE-UP SPECIA LASTS
SAN JOSE E. SANTA CLARA at 13th ST

298-0900

NINE OTHER TUNE UP CENTERS IN
San Jose, Campbell, Cupertino, Santa Clara, Mt View,
Sunnyvale, Hayward and Redwood City

AMICIR
CNE
*be Ss Ise. ito MINN

LAST NIGHT

nominated by a Native American Indian
organization.
The drug abuse advisory commitee
provides advice and policy guidance to the
county’s drug abuse and rehabilitation
programs and attempts to maintain
cooperative working relations with other
drug abuse groups.
The current vacancy on the drug
abuse commitee is for someone with experience in the health field.
For further information contact the
County Government Center, 70W, Hedding
St., San Jose, 299-2323.

I LOVE YOU
ROSA

I’ll have cash for that
speedo after I sell my
books at

Set: 935
Sen-lilon: 7:05, 10:35

LIES
MY FATHER
TOLD ME

on loth St.
off san carlos

Sat: 7:30
Sen-hion: 8:50

Kinko’s

tt

INSTANT
PASSPORT PHOTOS
3 MINUTE SERVICE
Professional Color & Black & White
Quick Portraits & Visas
Black & White $5.95

NO WAITING
NO APPOINTMENTS
no minimum
Also copies at 31/2C overnight
Xerox 9400 and IBM copiers
We do thesis copying and binding
123 S. Third
295-4336

998-4567

S.J. STATE
SPECIAL

County positions available
Dominic C’ortese, county supervisor, is
seeking volunteers to seve on the Santa
Clara County’s advisory committee on
Indian burial grounds and the drug abuse
coordination commission.

111111NO\l’
if

1469 Park Ave

Quinton said police are planning to
install two new phones: one at the north
end of the dining commons and one near
the S.U.
"If anyone has real concerns for the
need of a phone in their area. please let us
know," he said.
"We’ll try to install one as close as
possible if we can, but we do have
restrictions and have to stay close to the
main phone lines."

Color $6.95

1,

Stop by today.

There are 22 blue line phones sprinkled
throughout the campus. Phones in all the
public elevators are also tied into the
system, according to Quinton.
He said the system was actually
conceived several years ago, before the
rape crisis.
"We knew we had to have help from
people," he said. "They were not just for
rape but for any crime."
But Quinton said the phones were
installed immediately when the rape crisis
surfaced.
The total installation cost for the blueline system was $763. The department
pays a base $140 fee to the phone company
Wixom said the money
every month.
came from the university budget which is
augmented by the Chancellor’s office.

"I’m using an extreme
concept to make a point."
But Wineroth
disagrees.
"It probably has some
meaning for somebody, but
a very limited group." he
said. "From my experience - and I’ve been in
business for 22 years dealing with college
students. I don’t think it
will sell."
He said Spartan

pft:

You’ll then be able
to go out and buy all
those "other" great
gifts this Christmas.

trouble.
"We were working a
graveyard shift once when a female
student who was walking toward the
library near the drama building picked up
the phone." he recalled. "She told us a
drunk was harrassing her. We had an
officer over ther in about 45 seconds. "We
found him right next to her."

SIMI FARM
INSURAN(

Gary E. Sanchez

When you donate
blood plasma
you are giving someone
the chance to
use - the best
gift of all.

tarn yourself
$20 a week to $80
a month by donating.

Bookstore refuses to
stock ’Punk Calendar’
By Lisa H. Young
Evidently Spartan
Bookstore general
manager Harry Wineroth
doesn’t like pictures of
babies being stabbed in
their hearts or portrayals
of leather -jacketed
"punks" sprawled on the
concrete.
He refused to take
"The Punk Calendar" on
consignment from SJSU
student John Ardovino
Thursday because it is a
"poor piece of merchandise" depicting too
much violence.
But advertising junior
John Ardovino, designer
and photographer of the
calendar currently selling
for 92.50 at Underground
Records, contends that it’s
the "unattraction" of the
calendar which makes it so
attractive to potential
buyers.
The punk rock subculture, which came out of
England and is typified by
groups like the "Sex
Pistols." includes a "new
wave of rock music that
goes along with a very
basic simple scene including ways of dressing,"
Ardovino said.
Violent scenes are
depicted in the four-page
calendar of "punks" and
their "ladies" fighting on
inner-city streets, a baby
doll with a plastic
"dagger" in its heart and
the cover photos of
miniature T.V. screens of
"Sex P.siot" Sid X’icious
and hi- former girlfriend
alleged.., murdered.
The intent?
"Just another message
against violence" is what
Ardovino has written
across the back of the punk
calendar.
"They’re all real
people in Hollywood,
London, L.A. and other
cities." he said

The
Best Gift
of all.

481 San Carlos
295-5511
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